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Every Letter has a Story
by Mike Peter

Every letter has a story and this is a great one !
This letter has numerous items of interest . The
commercial cover was addressed to a Senor Dr . G .
Zimmermann in La Paz, Bolivia . On the front i t
bears a handwritten notation indicating a weight o f
4 grams . Also on the front, it bears a two lin e
marking in black "Frankatur siehe Ruckseite" ;
(translated : "Stamps on the back") . I have never
seen this before . My understanding of this markin g
is that it is applied at the post office, usually o n
commercial mail that requires substantial franking
because of the destination or weight due to their
being more room on the back of an envelope for the
heavy franking. It also bears the red flight cachet for
a North America Flight of the Hindenburg .

The letter was correctly franked with a total o f
220 Rappen . Rate breakdown : 30 Rp . international
letter rate + 90 Rp. Zeppelin surcharge per 5 grams

+ 100 Rp . airmail surcharge New York to Bolivia pe r

5 grams = 220 Rappen .

On August 15, 1936 the letter was dispatche d
at Zürich and came by railway via Basel to
Frankfurt . (Note Railway transit postmark o n
reverse "Frankfurt - Basel Bahnpost Z191-
15.8 .36) . At Frankfurt the letter came on board
the airship "Hindenburg" and made the outwar d
flight of the 7th North America flight of 1936 t o
Lakehurst. From there the letter went by U S
airmail to Bolivia where it arrived on August 25 ,
1936, ten days after its dispatch at Zürich . Such
combinations are rare, because most airmai l
addressed to South America during this tim e
period was sent via the German (Lufthansa) or
French airmail services directly to South America .
In addition there were numerous flights of th e
Graf Zeppelin or Hindenburg to South Americ a
1936 .

Why did the letter not go via these mor e
obvious routes? The Lufthansa flight had just left
on the 14th of August despite a 26-hour delay due
to engine problem . The Graf Zeppelin had also just departed on August 13 . The letter just missed these two
flights . The next Lufthansa airmail service to South America was going to depart on August 20th .

Thanks to a knowledgeable post office clerk who was familiar with various schedules this letter was able t o
get to its final destination utilizing the quickest means available at the time . Thus we have a great cover tha t
went to South America from Switzerland via the United States .
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Swiss Exhibit Awards

Ernest L. Bergman, "Foreign Censorship of Mail fro m
and to Switzerland During World War II," VALPEX
98 (Spring City, PA) vermeil, best cover research .
Anthony F . Dewey, "Swiss Official Stamps of UN, "

Spring Mega-Event 99, silver, UN silver .
David E . Durham and Mary Lou Frost, "TELL,"

COLOPEX 99, silver .
Greg S . Galletti, "Postal History of League of Nation s

and International Labor Organization," spring
Mega-Event 99, vermeil, UN gold, Helvetia award .

Bruce Marsden, "Air Liechtenstein," NOVAPEX 9 9
(Redding, CA), vermeil, AAPE award .

Jack I . Mayer, "UN European Office 1946-50" (on e
frame), spring Mega-Event 99, vermeil, UN gold .

Tony A. Roth, "Swiss Airmail 1870-1943," VAPEX 98 ,
gold, AAMS gold .

Ralph B. Soderberg, "Swiss Stamped Registered Mai l
1843-63, " COLOPEX 99, gold .

Harlan F. Stone, "Sitting Helvetia Perforated, "
AUSTRALIA 99, small gold, Spring Mega-Even t
99, gold ; "Swiss Stamp-Imprinted Envelopes, "
AUSTRALIA 99, small vermeil, IBRA 9 9
(Germany), large vermeil, NOJEX 99, gold, Marcu s
White (best stationery) .
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Dozen AHPS Exhibits at FLOREX
by Harlan F. Stone

AHPS members have entered 12 exhibit s
requiring 81 frames in the society's nationa l
convention at FLOREX in Orlando, Florida, o n
November 5-7 .

And seven collectors of Switzerland hav e
indicated they will make presentations at the Helvetia
seminar at the show site, the Orlando Expo Centre, on
November 4 between 1 and 5 p.m .

By the time you read this, the FLOREX August
26 entry deadline will have passed . But there is stil l
time for additional show-and-tellers to step forward t o
participate in the seminar . Contact me (address, page
2). The speakers' line-up so far includes :

James A. Anderson (American), Secrets of Unnamed
Swiss RPO Route Markings Revealed .

Ernest L. Bergman (American), Compione d'Italia .
Richard L. Fath (American), a Few Strubel Thread

Varieties .

Ian Gilchrist (British), subject to be selected .

Charles J. LaBlonde (American), Swiss World War
II postal history .

Georges Schild (Swiss), World War II Jewis h
Camps in Switzerland .

Harlan F . Stone (American), Misused Swis s
international reply postal cards .

All AHPS members and guests are invited to
attend the seminar with items they need hel p
analyzing and understanding.

Helen M . Galatan-Stone, Regional Director Eas t
who is convention coordinator, needs volunteers t o
help staff the society booth during the three-day show .
Contact her (address, page 2) .

The official show hotel, next to the Orlando Exp o
Centre, is the Orlando Marriott Downtown Hotel ,
which has a special FLOREX rate of $110 . Call 800-
574-3160 .

Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector
Jacob Eglin

by Rudy Schaelchl i
Our fellow AHPS member lives in Des Moine s

(WA). He was born in Wangen by Dubendorf and
spent many hours watching the planes at that airport .
He also notes that by the end of WW II about 10 0
USA B17 and Lancaster bombers were parked ther e
after they could not return to their bases after thei r
raids over Germany. They had to make a notlandin g
in Switzerland due to the lack of fuel or damage to
their planes .

Jacob was also fortunate to have Walte r
Mittelholzer as a neighbor in the small farm town.
Other celebrities in Wangen were Celestino Piatti and
Willi Weber, both designers of Swiss stamps . In the
mid-thirties Jacob collected Russia until he could no t
afford them anymore and gave them to a friend as a
wedding present. During the war he also collecte d
Swiss Military Stamp s

As a learned mechanic and later engineer, hi s
jobs took him all over the world . Argentina, Taiwan ,
Alaska and Panama are just a few of his stops .
Wherever his travels took him, he found stamps h e
liked and started one collection after another . The
collecting bug really hit him when his employer sen t
him to California and he started collecting European
countries . He retired in 1989 when he bega n
specializing in Swiss stamps with the intent to build a
collection for his grandson . He started out looking fo r
the NH older stamps but found out that there ar e
limitations and now is working on early used issues
like Strubels, etc . Another one of his projects is looking
for older stamps with postmarks of his home town .
His biggest task is to try to get all the numbers of the
numbered Swiss souvenir sheets in MNH condition .
(Good luck, Jacob!) He is also trying to find out ho w
his namesake, the Eglin Air Force Base in Florida ,
received its name . (Can anybody help? )

We all know that we can set our watches by
the departures of Swiss trains . But what about after
1 .1 .2000? A recent internal investigation by SBB
management found the Swiss rail system ill-prepare d
for the new century . Under discussion now are such
drastic measures as halting all freight service o n
1.1 .2000. The cartoon parody of the very famous
Gotthard painting shows one possibility for keepin g
the trains moving in the year 2000 .
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Matterhorn Meanderings

My plea for questions and comments in the las t
issue of TELL brought some results . I thank those o f
you who wrote in for your helpful comments an d
questions. But first let me share with you an item on e
of our Canadian members received in the mail. You
are all probably aware of how some foreign posta l
administrations are providing bulk mail service t o
addresses in the United States . There was an articl e
in Linn's recently on this subject . While I have never
thought of Switzerland having low postal rates, even
Die Post has joined the group of bulk mail forwarders .
Our Canadian member received a post card
advertising "inter airport `98 Atlanta" which was
mailed from Zürich . Zürich 58 is the zone for th e

airport there . Thanks to my Canadian friend for
sharing this piece of modern postal history with us . If
any of the rest of you receive some interesting item i n
the mail and are willing to share it with us, pleas e
mail it (or a clean copy) to me .

Now I have a question which I hope someon e
out there can answer for us . A member has a copy of
Zumstein 144 (the 10c Peace issue of 1919) which ha s
been overprinted "Bela Szekula, Luzern" and cancele d
in Luzern on October 18, 1919 . I recall that Szekula
was a stamp dealer who created many philateli c
items which now grace our collections . My questione r
asks if this overprint had any official tolerance and if
anyone has any further information on the overprint .

Finally, I received a comment (and almost a
plea) about K-cancels and information about th e
places illustrated on them. My correspondent ha s
many of the booklets published by Dr . Erns t
Schlunegger which go into great detail on the design s
of the K-cancels. Dr. Schlunegger used to update hi s
publications with short articles in the SBZ giving the
details on recent K-cancels . My correspondent says
that he read in the SBZ that Dr . Schlunegger doesn' t
plan to continue his efforts as the sales of his booklet s
didn't even cover the printing costs .

So this gave me an idea . Why not use thi s
column as a vehicle to get the kinds of information Dr .
Schlunegger used to provide for the current crop of K -
cancels . I have a fairly good library of Swis s
background information so I can provide what

information I can, but maybe one of you out there ca n
supplement whatever information I have and help us
all . My primary source is the Phaidon Cultural Guide
to Switzerland published by Prentice-Hall in 1985 . To
begin our project, six new K-cancels have been issue d
since my last column, so we'll begin with them .

First we have the new K-cancel for Courfaivre in
Canton Jura (K1580) . The church shown in the design
is the Catholic parish church of St- Germain-et -
Randoald . According to my Phaidon Guide, the church
dates from 1702 with additions
in 1856 . It has modern
decorations in the interior ,
including some 1954 staine d
glass by Fernand Léger, the high
altar done by Remo Rossi i n
1954, and a choir tapestry by
Jean Lurçat (1957). The names
at the bottom of the cance l
obviously refer to two of these artists . The cancel wa s
put in service on June 18, 1999 .

Next is the new cancel from Hauptwil in Canto n
Thurgau (K1581), put into service on June 16, 1999 .
Here I'm going to need some help. Three buildings are
noted in the Phaidon Guide in Hauptwil . The first is

the Oberes Schloss which is an
early baroque country house
dating from 1664-65 ; th e
second is the Schlosstavern e
zum Trauben, a three-story
half-timbered building with
transverse gables built in 1665 ;
and the third is the Untere
Walche, a half-timbered house
also with transverse gables,

built in 1735 and used as an indigo dyeworks from
1787. If I had to guess, I would say the building on
the cancel is the Schlosstaverne as it is a three-story
building. Can any of our Swiss readers enlighten us?
Also, what is the Wakker-Preis? Several towns hav e
noted this award on their K-cancels in the past .

Our next new cancel shows some interesting
natural formations . This is the cancel from Euseigne
in the Val d'Hérens in Canton Valais, just south o f
Sion (K1582) . According t o
the Baedeker Guide t o
Switzerland, these earth
pillars are columns of
morainic debris which hav e
been protected from erosion
by a large boulder or
capstone . The tunnel show n
on the cancel passes under
these pillars and is the road
into the Val d'Hérens near
the village of Euseigne . This cancel was first used on
July 1, 1999 .
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Another new cancel also put into service on July
1, 1999, is that of Wabern (K1583) which is a suburb
of Bern. The Gurtenbahn is a funicular railway that
ascends the Gurten, a hill which rises about 1000 feet
above the surrounding land. Good views of the

Bernese Alps can be had from
the summit . The railway is
apparently celebrating it s
100th anniversary this year .
There is a hotel and restaurant
at the summit, which are
probably the buildings shown i n
the cancel .

Next we have the new cance l
from Amriswil (K1584), also in

Canton Thurgau. This cancel, put into service on July
3, 1999, shows a view of the
town with a mountain range i n
the background. The peak t o
the right appears to have som e
sort of tower on it . Anyone know
what the mountains are and
what the tower is? The church
tower on the left of the cancel i s
probably the Reformed Church ,
built in 1892 by Augus t
Hardegger in the neo-Gothic style . The tower on the
right is probably the concrete Catholic Church, built in
1939 by Paul Büchi .

We finish out this issue's Meanderings with th e
new cancel from the town of Arbon, located on th e

shores of the Bodensee in
Canton Thurgau (K1585 ,
Figure 7) . The lake and the
far shore in Germany can b e
clearly seen in the cancel .
There are three prominent
structures visible in the vie w
over the town. One of these is
probably the Galluskapelle ,
which is part of the fortres s

wall built in the 7th century . The town also has a
mid-13th century Schloss and a Rathaus, dating from
1791 . Can anyone identify these three buildings?

Keep on sending in your letters and questions ,
and please, if you can help us in our project to identify
and explain the recent K-cancels, don't be shy. We
can all learn from each other .

Dick Hal l

Recent AHPS get-together
at Poolewe, Scotland.

Photo, at right, by Ann O'Donnell taken i n
front of Janet and Stuart Mackenzie's home wit h
River Ewe and Scottish Highlands as backdrop .
From left : Janet Mackenzie, Lou Gibson, Stuart
Mackenzie, Chuck LaBlonde, Robert Gibson .
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President's Musings
I hope you have all had an enjoyable and restful

summer and are ready to get back into your collection s
during the beautiful fall days ahead . This will be the
last Tell before our convention at FLOREX in

November . I hope to see many of you there .
Everything seems to be in readiness thanks to Helen .
It will be a first for me to see an AHPS booth at a
convention .

I will have a written agenda for our meeting at
FLOREX. It will certainly include a discussion of th e
bylaws . If any of you who can't attend have items you
would like discussed, please send them to me and I
will bring them up at the meeting. I realize everyon e
can't attend in person and I feel that all should have
the chance to bring up items of concern to the
membership. So we will give this a try .

Steve Turchik gets the honor of being the firs t
member to contribute stamps for our Switzerlan d
stamp packets for kids at FLOREX . Response has
been light to date so I'd still appreciate any of you
sending duplicates for this project . Material can be on
paper to be soaked as I have a technical assistant t o
take care of the job . I will make a sign for our booth
that says the packets are compliments of the AHP S

for children and list the donors .
At our last mail meeting, we voted on the site for

the 2004 annual meeting. It will be held at ROMPE X
in Denver/Aurora, Colorado . We met there some year s
ago and I think everyone agreed we had a good time .
We also approved AHPS handling the sale of a new
CD ROM by Anton Kofranek on Forgeries of the Swis s
Federal Administration Issues of 1850-1854 . You wil l
hear more about that as the item becomes available .
I have previewed a copy and even though I admit to
not being expert on the issue felt it has grea t

information and is very well done and easy to use .
Lastly, I still haven't heard from anyone about

volunteering to be auction manager . The sooner you
decide you are interested the longer you would hav e
before the first auction you would manage to b e
trained by Bruce . If you have been mulling the idea
over, please let me know you would be interested .

Jim Anderson
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Origins of the Swiss Flieger-Abteilung: Part III
by George Struble

Parts I and II of this paper (TELL May, July 1999) dealt with the flights, special stamps, and other events o f
1913 that made it possible to initiate an air detachment of the Swiss army. This concluding part follows the
story into World War I, reports on some of the pilots involved, and recalls some of the later philateli c
commemorations of the 1913 events .

1914-18: The Flieger-Abteilung

The Flugspende campaign was successful ;
not only did it make the Swiss aware of the
possibilities of aviation, but it raise d
1,700,000 Swiss francs . When World War I
broke out in August, the Swiss government
commandeered all planes then conveniently
at an aviation day in Beundenfeld, near
Bern -- all eight of them, of which two were
hydroplanes -- and used them as the initia l
planes of the Flieger-Abteilung, or flye r
detachment . The first commander was
Theodor Real, a 33-year-old former cavalry
officer but also a pilot . Besides Real and
Bider, the initial pilots included Edmon d
Audemars, François Durafour, Ren é
Grandjean, Agénor Parmelin, Ernest Burri ,
Albert Cuendet, Henri Kramer, and Alfred
Comte .

The Swiss began construction of their own
planes at a military shop at Thun, near
Bern, and rushed completion of the airfield
at Dübendorf.

The Flieger-Abteilung was never a large force . But like other
military units, it got to issue its own set of soldier stamps (Fig .
xxx) . The stamps were printed in sheets of six differen t
stamps, all with aviation scenes. Soldiers could send mail fre e
of charge, and since stamps were not required on those letters ,
most were sent without stamps . Most soldier stamps, of thi s
unit as well as of other units, were kept in mint condition by collectors . The Flieger-Abteilung also had a series

of three of its own cancellations which were
used for official mail of the unit as well as fo r
personal mail from its members . The third of
these cancellations was introduced in 1917 ,
and has been used for decades .

The Flieger-Abteilung conducted an active
training program, and participated with othe r
detachments in various exercises . During the
war the detachment made 40,111 flights ,
totaling 9508 flying hours . The accident rate
was high, with many fatal accidents . By the
end of the war, the Flieger-Abteilung had fifty
planes on hand and twenty in reserve . It had
thirty licensed pilots and another fourteen in
training .
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After the war: official airmai l

The activities of the Flugspende in 1913 emboldened some of the pilots to plan regular civilian air service in
1914 and 1915 . René Grandjean and Emile Taddeoli planned a regular service between Genève and
Lausanne, along the shores of Lake Genève . Marcel Lugrin and Adolphe Montalvan planned a cross-lake
service, from several cities on the French shore of Lake Genève to cities on the Swiss shore . They even bought
two Farman seaplanes for the purpose, and filed official petition papers on January 14, 1915 . Marcel Lugrin ,
then a lieutenant in the Flieger-Abteilung, crashed and died on June 24, 1915 . That ended the momentum

toward regular civilian service until after the war .

Planning resumed even before the armistice, and in 1919 Lt . Walter Mittelholzer formed the Aero Gesellschaft
Comte, Mittelholzer & Co., Zürich, which in 1920 became part of the Ad Astra, Schweiz . Luftverkehrgesellschaft
A.G . Mittelholzer became a great force in the development of airmail services . At the same time, another group
of pilots, including Rihner, Bider, Pillichbody and Zimmerman, planned another corporation that was to provid e
air service .

But the April 30, 1919 beginning of official airmail service was done by the military pilots, using military
planes . For this service a 50-Rp. stamp received a propeller overprint was issued, and required on all air mail .
On the first day 1274 covers were flown. The service continued until October 31, and scheduled flights wer e
carried out on 160 days. Technical difficulties curtailed or prevented flights on only two days, but weathe r

conditions curtailed or prevented flights on another 32 days . A total of 23,530 covers (including 35 packages )

were carried during the six months . Besides, on June 24 the telegraph office could not handle all the telegram s

submitted, and 400 telegrams were flown from Zürich to Genève and Lausanne . The Flieger-abteilung received

70% of the revenue from the airmail stamps, but that did not cover the expenses of the service .

In 1920 airmail services were provided from a few Swiss cities to other cities in Europe . The carriers wer e
French and German companies . Switzerland issued its propeller overprint on the 30-Rp . stamp for thes e
services, which were of limited usefulness and therefore very little used .

However, the Ad Astra Swiss Air Service Ltd . was formed December 15, 1919 from the Mittelholzer company

and one other . It became the country's chief air service, with six airports -- Zürich, Genève, Bern, Rorschach ,

Lugano, and Locarno, seven pilots, and fifteen planes . That service opened on June 1, 1922 air mail service o n

a Genève-Zürich-Nürnberg route, with connections to Leipzig and Berlin . In 1926 Ad Astra merged with Balai r

(Basel Air Transport) to form Swissair .

The Pilots

Airplane pilot in those years was a very dangerous occupation . But it had its rewards. Eager young men were

drawn to the excitement -- and several to their deaths !

Oskar Bider was born in 1891 in Langenbruck, near Basel . He had been active as a pilot in France before th e

Flugspende gave him the opportunity to return home . As seen above, he was the leading pilot during th e

Flugtage, using the Bleriot two-seater he bought in January 1913 for 26,000 francs, which he named th e

Langenbruck in honor of his home town . He was also the pilot of the historic flight from Bern over the Alps t o
Milan on July 13, 1913 . That flight, if not the others before and after, made him a national hero . He carried
official messages to and from the mayor of Milan, but no postal mail .

Later in 1913 Bider spent more time visiting foreign airplane factories on behalf of the Swiss military

authorities. He is reported to have had training on the Rumpler Taube in Berlin, for example, and bought a

new French plane in October . When the Flieger-Abteilung was formed, Bider became its chief pilot and chie f

flight instructor, and by the time he returned to civilian life on July 1, 1919, had made 4249 flights himself. He

was ready to join a new civilian air service, but died in a plane crash on July 7, just six days later . Without

any obvious cause, his plane, a Nieuport biplane, plummeted straight down into the earth . To compound the
tragedy, his sister Leny was called upon to identify the body, and she died of shock and grief later the same

day! In 1941 his plane was restored, and made one last flight to Dübendorf . It is now on display in Luzern .

Theo Borrer had graduated from flight school in Reims, France on June 3, 1913, shortly before making his
flights in the Solothurn Flugtag . Henri Labarre, his flight instructor, accompanied him on many flights, and is
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often shown, for example on Flugspende postcards as a "passenger . " In a Flugtag on March 22, 1914, the pilo t
Montmain demonstrated a loop-the-loop manoeuver . Borrer would not be outdone and tried one too, but his
plane was much heavier, and he crashed and died .

Marcel Lugrin became a lieutenant in the Flieger-Abteilung . He was preparing to start a civilian air service on
Lake Geneva when he died in a plane crash on June 24, 1915 .

Charles Favre flew the mail for the Herisau Flugtag . He became a pilot for the English army in World War I .
He was living in France in 1963 .

Attilio Maffei was pilot for the Lugano Flugtag . Much older than the other pilots, he was all of 35 years old !
He volunteered for the Flieger-Abteilung but was rejected because of his age . After the war he became a pilot
for Ad Astra . He lived until 1931 .

Later Philatelic Commemoration

The events of 1913 were not forgotten, but have furnished subjects for special stamps and commemorative
flights. The A complete account of these commemorations would be beyond the scope of this paper, but a few of
them are noted here .

In 1938 the 25th anniversary of the 1913 flights was commemorated by placing the national stamp exhibition
in Aarau, one of the sites of 1913 Flugtagen . The souvenir sheet issued for that exhibition was appropriatel y
an airpost sheet .

In 1943 a Pro Aero stamp and
commemorative flight marked the
thirtieth anniversary of Oskar Bider's
historic flights from Bern over the Alp s
to Milan and back.

In 1963 another Pro Aero stamp and
special commemorative flight marked
the fiftieth anniversary of Oskar
Bider's Milan flight . The occasion was
also the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
founding of the Pro Aero Foundation .
There was still another Gedenkflug
(commemorative flight) in 1983 .

In 1964 the Solothurn stamp was
reproduced and a special flight fro m
Reims to Solothurn honored The o
Borrer. His flight training was i n
Reims where his plane was

manufactured; the flight to Solothurn recognized his role in the Flugtag there as well as his roots in the country
around Solothurn .

Conclusion

In 1913 the Swiss saw the need for a fund-raising effort to support military aviation . They responded with
enthusiasm, originality, and courage . The story of the Flieger-Abteilung during World War I is testament to th e
success of the 1913 efforts and to the continued courage of the small number of aviators who participated .
Their legacy includes the Swiss air force as well as civilian aviation successes . The Flugtage of 1913 and the
results of their endeavors are a rich and fascinating chapter in the history of aerophilately .
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The First Zeppelin Mail-Forgery
by Dieter Leder

(My friend and expertiser of Zeppelin mail wrote the following article . I am pleased to submit and edi t
this article, as it is a very interesting article about number I-1 in the Swiss Airmail Handbook . M. Peter )

Following the first and second flights of the airship LZ 3 on the 9th and 10th of October 1906, lack o f
funds prevented further flights until September 24, 1907 when a flight of something over four hours took plac e
over the Bodensee (Lake Constance) . The following day, September 25, 1907, shortly after midday the LZ 3
started its fourth flight and it was from this flight the first Zeppelin mail is known to exist : namely the mail
drop over Romanshorn (Figure 1) .

The day of the flight began with fog, bu t
around midday it cleared up . The weather
conditions were ideal for a trial flight - sunshin e
and a slight wind from the northeast . The
purpose of this trial flight was the training of
the airship crew. Count Zeppelin, Enginee r
Durr, Navigator Hacker and three mechanic s
who probably were Laburda, Schwartz and
Grotzinger, occupied the forward gondola . Three
machinists and the German Aviation
Commissioner Professor Dr . Hergesell occupied
the gondola in the rear .

The flight began at Manzell near
Friedrichshafen at 12 :58 PM after which the
airship proceeded in a southwesterly direction
towards Arborn and Romanshorn. Various flight
maneuvers were visible from the northern shore
of the Bodensee (Lake Constance). During
several round flights at an altitude of betwee n
50 and 200 meters over the lake, various ascents and flight exercises were carried out using the elevators .
According to the flight log of the LZ 3 the airship first reached the area of Romanshorn at 1 :17 PM. Four
minutes later the airship reached the most southerly point of the trip : Before reaching the town of Egnach ,
located two kilometers south of Romanshorn, the airship returned and at 1 :26 PM reached the vicinity o f
Romanshorn for the second time. From there the course was set for Friedrichshafen .

Between 1 :45 PM and 2 PM various maneuvers were carried out between Friedrichshafen and Manzell ,

where the airship circled a weather balloon. Afterwards the airship again steered in a southwesterly directio n
toward Rorschach and Romanshorn . At 2 :19 PM the airship cruised in front of Romanshorn for the third time
before once again turning at 3:30 PM for the Manzell balloon shed . Entry into the shed was completed safely .

The reconstruction of the fourth flight of the LZ 3 is based on a 1907 eyewitness report published in th e
"Aeronautische Mitteilungen" (Aeronautical Communications) as well as the official flight log (LZ archive LZA
3/137) which contains a map marked with the flight routes from 25th September 1907 (Figure 2) . Both sources
clearly confirm that there was no possibility of a maildrop being made at the turnaround point before Eganch o r
either the second and third flights passing by Romanshorn at 1 :26 and 2 :19 PM respectively. These points wer e
clearly located over the Bodensee, too far from the Swiss shore .

The only possibility for a mail drop over Romanshorn on the flight 25th September 1907 was during th e
first pass in front of Romanshorn at 1 :17 PM. Of each point marked on the map of the flight log, the time i s
shown as being the nearest point to Romanshorn reached by the airship on that day. In 1964 it was clear t o
Wolfgang Hacker that this point lay over Romanshorn . In his article K. Laburda handelte auf einege Faust (K .
Laburda acted on his own initiative), on the basis of the afore-mentioned map from the flight, he sought t o
prove the genuineness of the first mail drop saying the trial flight of the LZ 3 on 25th September 1907 took
place over Romanshorn .

However, this information seems to be less clear now than how Hacker recalled it in 1964 . A closer look at
the map and the marked route raises doubts as to whether the airship actually flew over Romanshorn o r
Switzerland during this trial flight . The eyewitness from the "Aeronautical Mitteilungen", reporting from the
German side of the Bodensee could not know whether the airship had flown over Switzerland or only over th e
Lake. He was too far away .

Figure 1 . Mail drop over Romanshorn
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Figure 2 . Map courtesy of Zeppelinmuseum ,
Friedrichshafen Archive (ref LZA 3/137) .

The reporter who observed thi s
Zeppelin flight from Romanshorn on 9/25/07 had
already provided more specific information . His
report published in Romanshorn on 26th
September 1907 in issue No . 114 of the
"Schweizerische Bodensee-Zeitung", says :
"Yesterday around midday another Zeppelin flight
took place which again was very successful . At
about 1 PM the airship flew impressively in fron t
of Romanshorn . . . "

While the "Schweizerische Bodensee-
Zeitung" in reporting the flight of 24th Septembe r
1907 wrote that the airship flew over Romanshorn ,
the report for the flight of 25th September 190 7
mentioned that the airship only flew in front o f
Romanshorn . Thanks to the mention of the time
being . . .at about 1 PM . . .it is very clear that thi s
was the first trip to Romanshorn on that day . This
confirms the suspicion that the LZ 3 was not ove r
Romanshorn, but carried out its maneuvers ove r
the Bodensee, northeast of Romanshorn .

However, there was no need for the
LZ3 to be directly over Romanshorn, at leas t
according to the finder's note on the card, "This
card was found in a field at Romanshorn . "
Romanshorn is located on a small tongue of land ,

the town of Romanshorn extending more into the interior and in a southerly direction. This card could not have

been found either to the south or west of Romanshorn, the flight of LZ 3 on 25th September not going so fa r

inland. The only possibility for a postal drop would have been over the small, partly developed area north of

Romanshorn, which borders directly onto the lake . To have dropped the mail there over a field, the airship

would have had to take a considerably more westerly course than is marked on the map of the flight log .

Furthermore, such a more westerly course would have been contradictory to the report from the "Schweizerische

Bodensee-Zeitung" which placed the airship further to the north and east of Romanshorn .

With the help of the flight log, the report of the "Aeronautische Mitteilungen" and the newspaper report o f

the "Schweizische Bodensee-Zeitung," it is possible to demonstrate that it was impossible to drop a card fro m

LZ 3 over Romanshorn or over Switzerland on 25th September 1907 . The LZ 3 was not over Swiss territory on

that day. Fine, but now what ?

Fortunately the finders comments on this card contain more information than the questionable
note . .found in a field at Romanshorn . . . There was the name and address of the finder himself: . .by Paul Imhof,
Hafenstrasse 347, Romanshorn, Switzerland . Already Wolfgang Hacker has overlooked the orthographical
imperfection of the finder . That the supposed finder did not write the German version "Schweiz" (for
Switzerland) but the English version "Switzerland" might be explainable with the address in New York . But it
is much more difficult to explain that the finder at Romanshorn, certainly a Swiss national, was unable to writ e
the name of his own country correctly . Switzerland is not written only with a Z as written by the finder, but
with a TZ. One cannot avoid the question whether the writer of the finder's comment really was a Swis s
resident .

The finder Paul Imhof was a Swiss resident . The local government of Romanshorn confirms that in 190 7

several Paul Imhofs resided in Romanshorn . None of them had an address at the Hafenstrasse . There is

something else strange about the Hafenstrasse . The Hafenstrasse in Romanshorn is a very short street with

not more than 25 houses and the house numbers do not exceed the number 30 . According to the finders note he
lived at No. 347 .

The complete finder's note on this card is incorrect and does not agree with the situation on 25th
September 1907 . Can we overlook these errors ?

In any event, in his 1964 article Wolfgang Hacker has overlooked other matters relating to the card .
Hacker wrote : " . . .but franked with German stamps, the card was brought by the finder to the Lake Constanc e
shipmail post box located in the harbor area of Romanshorn ." This is a simple and logical explanation as to
why the postcard with German franking was cancelled at Romanshorn, Switzerland with the postmark of Lak e
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Constance shipmail . But this explanation also shows that Wolfgang Hacker had no knowledge of the officia l
postal regulations of Lake Constance shipmail .

These postal regulations stated: "For franking of mailings on board the steamer during a stop in harbor
or for postings in the shipmail post box located in the harbor area, only stamps of the country to which th e
harbor belongs may be used." This means that if the card was dispatched at Romanshorn harbor with German
franking, a postage due of 50 Goldcentimes/40 Pfg . would have to have been made . The card does not bear
Swiss franking or postage due . One might be justified in asking if this card really was dispatched a t
Romanshorn harbor or perhaps at Friedrichshafen harbor? In the latter case, the card would have been correctl y
franked .

In regards to the rate, the international postcard rate to the USA (10 Pfg.) was correct had the card bee n
posted after 1st October 1907 but in September 1907 the card was underfranked . There were no internationa l
rate changes between September and October 1907, but the resolutions of the 6th UPU Congress held in Rom e
took effect . From October 1, 1907 postcards could bear messages also on the front side which, until 30t h
September 1907, had been reserved for address and postal notes (routing routes, registration . . .) only . The note
supposedly written by Laburda, "The finder of this card is requested to mention his address and drop the card
in the nearest mailbox," no more comes within the definition of "Postal notation" than the five line finders note .
Consequently 25 Goldcentimes/20 Pfg . postage due should have been made on account of the 10 Pfg . franking
on the card. However, no postage due charge was made as obviously in September 1907 the card was correctl y
used and bore only the address on the front . From this comes another justifiable question, namely, when wer e
the notes from the sender and finder applied if they were not on the card in 1907 ?

On a positive note and against all the above mentioned discrepancies it may be stated that all other
aspects of the card conform to conditions operating at the time . The postmark of the Bodensee ship mail
obviously is genuine, the address really existed in 1907 and the greetings on the picture side of the card wer e
obviously written by crew member Laburda . If one takes away all the false and incorrect aspects of the car d
together with the dubious drop over Romanshorn, it remains a normal postcard written by Laburda an d
addressed to Obermayer in New York - nothing more .

According to the text on the picture side of the card, Laburda wrote this card on 25th September 1907 bu t
almost certainly not during the Zeppelin flight . Even if Laburda wrote, "Greetings from the air . . .," it seem s
questionable that Laburda had time to write a postcard on a trial flight whose purpose was to train the crew .
In addition, it is questionable whether Laburda would have such readable handwriting while the LZ 3 wa s
maneuvered in the manner previously described .

Thanks to these greetings it is possible to date the origin of this card as being 25th September 1907 .
However, the card was not dispatched on that day but remained in possession of Laburda . The card was not
dispatched on the following day, on 26th September 1907 when Laburda again was an engineer on board th e
airship for two flights together lasting for 3 .5 hours . It was only on 27th September 1907 that Laburda had
time, there being no Zeppelin flight on this day . Thus, at last, on 27th September 1907 Laburda dispatche d
this card by Bodensee shipmail .

It was either that Laburda was on board a steamer en route to Romanshorn or Laburda had posted th e
card in a Bodensee shipmail postbox in the Friedrichshafen harbor area . This would have conformed to the
regulations of the shipmail . On the route Friedrichshafen-Romanshorn and back, mail with German frankin g
could be accepted only during the cruise or during the ship's stay at Friedrichshafen . Since there was no postage
due charge it must be assumed that the card was posted at sea or at Friedrichshafen .

Obermayer in New York consequently received a greeting card bearing, on the front only, the address an d
the German franking canceled with the postmark of the Bodensee shipmail . In any case the note of the finder
and the finder's endorsement were not on the card in 1907 . They were added many years later when a forger
created from an ordinary postcard the mail drop over Romanshorn . This probably happened in the 1950's or
1960's .

The forger was certainly not a Swiss otherwise he would have written "Switzerland" correctly - but in an y
case the forger doctored a simple greetings card, which had been sent by Laburda to New York in 1907 . By
means of adding a note by Laburda such as he was known to have applied to later mail drops and the
application of the fictitious finder's note, a simple greetings card became the first item of Zeppelin mail in th e
world. What previously was judged to be the "Blue Mauritius of Zeppelin Mail" is in reality nothing more than a
nice forgery .

This article was first published in December 1998 in Aerophilatelie of the Europaischer
Aerophilatelisten Club (EAPC, Stuttgart) . Further publications are planned for Zeppelin- A
study groups newsletter and for the Airpost Journal of the American Airmail Society .
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naba 2000 st.gallen
June 21-15, 2000

by Ernest L . Bergman
Only every five to six years a national philateli c

exhibition is held in Switzerland . The upcoming
"NABA" features an international field of participant s
from Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany ,
the Netherlands and, hopefully, also the USA. The
show is under the patronage of the "Verband der
Schweizer Philatelistenvereine" (VSPhV) of which
many of us in AHPS are also
members. It is also
supported by the "Fonds zur
Föderung der Philatelie "
(Swiss Fund for promotion of
philately). The Philatelic
Society of St.Gallen is
responsible for implementing
NABA.

During the last week of
May, my wife and I were in
St.Gallen of which she is a
native and where I went t o
high school . We took the
occasion and visited with Mr. Walter Schmuckli ,
president of naba 2000 as well as with Mr . Richard
Jeitziner, secretary. I also spoke by phone with Mr .
Franz Bärtsch in Winterthur, the chief commissioner ,
to whom the entry forms must be sent by October 31 ,
1999 . I also made arrangements to set aside room s
in the Hotel Dom, where we always stay, since ther e
is nobody from our respective families left in St .Gallen.
We also visited the Tourist Office to get furthe r
information, and here are some of the particulars fo r
you :

Exhibits of "rahmdeckeli" (milk container lids) ,
beer mugs, embroidery and anything else collectible i s
being shown. When I asked why all these other
items, the answer was "We have plenty of space and
this brings all collectors together . Everybody is excite d
about this show which not only is philatelic in natur e
but hence will also attract people who collect other
items. hopefully it will attract new stamp collectors
and we also hope for a large contingent from the USA . "

Naturally, the stamp exhibits are strictly judged
by philatelic judges who are chosen by the managin g
board of VSPhV, on recommendation from the show
administration .

As mentioned earlier, all entry applications
must be received by October 31, 1999 and if no t
specifically invited to exhibit, we AHPS members ca n
exhibit in "E. Wettbewerbsklase, b . Konkurrenz-
klassen 1-12", as long as we are direct members of
VSPhV, otherwise one has to exhibit under "D . Offener
Salon" where no prerequisite exists . Furthermore, our
AHPS representative to VSPhV, Dr . Ralph Soderberg ,
must sign the application before it is sent t o
Switzerland .

A maximum of 8 frames (12 pages each) will b e
allowed at Sfr . 20 .- per frame .

St.Gallen is a town of about 73,000 population
and about an hour by train from the Zürich airport .
The town has taxies and trollies, and if you have a
Swiss railpass all rides on public transportation are
free in most Swiss cities . St.Gallen has much to offer
such as the ancient cathedral with its famous library ,
many fine museums, excellent restaurants, and the
deer park Peter and Paul where chamois, ibexes, dee r
and wild boars are housed which are later on
released .

The Hotel Dom is located in the center of
St.Gallen and is indicated in the list of Hotels as
"Dom Garni***" . We paid Sfr . 180 for a double (2
beds, TV, telephone) at the exchange rate at that time
of Sfr . 1 .51 per 1 $, excellent breakfast included . The
Hotel is about 15 minutes from the Olma Exhibitio n
Halls or 7 minutes from the railroad station. The
Hotel has free parking and one can really walk to the
show. 10 rooms are held for our participation until
April 20, 2000. Before that date, arrangements can be
canceled, changed etc .

To make reservations write to Hotel Dom,
Webergasse 22, 9000 St.Gallen, Switzerland an d
indicate the code "NABA" or fax - the Swiss # is 071 -
223-38-21, or call from the U.S. 011-41-71-223-20- 4 4
or send e-mail to <www@hoteldom.ch>. Please be
informed that above Hotel arrangements are withou t
any conditions and if you would like to make other
hotel arrangements, go ahead . This Hotel is the only
one in Switzerland which is run as a workplace fo r
lightly handicapped people, but this has absolutely
nothing to do with quality and friendliness and on e
has a good chance to combine a pleasant stay with
helping a good cause .

According to the Show President, the Touris t
Office will arrange some special tours for participants ,
but this has not been completed as yet .

We had a great time when we participated in
the Basel show, and this one seems to have all th e
markings of another fine show . If you need further
information, send a postcard to the writer at 1421
Harris Street, State College, PA 16803 or contact by e -
mail <elb3@psu .edu>.
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'World War II Mail from Switzerland
to Great Britain, Canada and the USA "

Part 2
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

Based Upon the Original Work and Additional Contributions of L .M.C . Dutton
Series Reviewers : Ernest L. Bergman, Robert Zeigler

The War Begins -- September to December 193 9

On 3 September 1939 nearly everything you read in the previous installment stopped! At 11 AM on that
day Great Britain and Germany went to war . Other countries soon joined in the fray . With the uncertainties o f
war, correspondence became very scarce . Several statistics illustrate this, one subjective and one objective .

After 20 plus years of collecting WW II mail from Switzerland to North America, buying just abou t
anything available, I noticed one day that I was very short on 1939 items . As we shall see, correspondence
increased as the war went on, but the shock of the war with its accompanying disruptions caused people to sto p
writing and wait for further developments .

Objectively, one can see that the number of pages in the CPAL dropped from 127 on 1 September to onl y
35 in the 1 October issue . There just was nothing to report . In the rest of this segment we shall explore the
postal connections remaining in late 1939 . . .and the beginnings of postal censorship .

This was one of those periods in which the events of war were happening faster than the PTT could
publish accurate postal information via the CPAL .

Surface Mai l

Letter post resumed very quickly after the start of the war, if indeed it was ever really stopped. For Great
Britain there were 4 departures daily, all via France by rail, shown below (as the fall of 1939 wore on the
dispatch of mail to GB seemed to get later . . . significance???) :

October November December

Basel 2 0920 1135 135 7

Zürich 1 0710 0920 114 0

Lausanne 2 1200 1834 205 6

Geneva 1 1406 2005 1800

Given the existing rail lines of the day, one can postulate the following routes for this surface mail to GB :

• Zürich - Baden - Basel - Delle - Belfort - Chaumont - Paris - Amiens - Boulogne - Folkestone/Dover - Londo n

•Lausanne - Vallorbe - Dijon - Paris - etc .

*Geneva - Bellegarde - Dijon - et c

Exactly when, how and where this mail crossed The Channel was not specified in the CPALs . There is some
evidence that the transit time to GB was 5-6 days .

Here I ran into a mystery . The CPALs list an alternative postal service between Switzerland and GB
called Agence Continentale & Anglaise (ACA) . This service did indeed end at the outbreak of the war bu t
resumed 3 November, collecting mail at Basel 17 and transporting it via Boulogne . I assume that ACA was
some sort of private postal service . . .can anyone shed some light on this ?

The PTT collected surface mail for Canada and the USA at Basel 2 and sent it "1 or 2 times weekly" vi a
Italy, GB, Netherlands or France . One might assume that much of the surface mail for North America travele d
with the surface mail to GB . By December only the Italy and Netherlands options remained . And here i s
another mystery. In every case, the CPALs note very clearly that mail destined for Canada could not be sent vi a
the Netherlands . . .why??? (My theory : Canada had declared war on Germany . . .neither the Swiss nor the Dutch ,
wanted belligerent mail transiting the Netherlands in the face of the Nazi invasion. Canada and Germany were
"official" enemies . . .neutral mail through Germany was okay but not enemy mail . )

Figures 1 and 2 show some surface letters from this period, illustrating the key postal rates in effect . Note that
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one still could determine the ship sailing schedule and request a particular ship .

Airmail

Figure 1 . Postcard 3 October 1939 noting route via

	

Figure 2 . Ordinary surface letter, overfranked by
Italy and the ship SS Rex . The ship sailed from

	

2 centimes, from Luzern to New York, 5
Naples for New York on 2 November 1939 .

	

November 1939 . Sender requested routing vi a
Postcard rate 20 centimes .

	

Genoa, then "MS Saturnia." That ship sailed on
6 November for New York .

Parcels for GB started their journey at Porrentruy 2 and traveled via France "each workday." USA
parcels were collected at Basel 17 and shipped via Italy or Netherlands "once or twice weekly ." The choices
available for Canada parcels were Chiasso 2, Porrentruy 2 or Geneva 2 for routing through Italy, France or GB
respectively. As late as 10 November there was still a sailing via Rotterdam (the "MS Noordam") shown for
the USA. But the December CPAL shows only Italian routing, all via Genoa . The noose around Switzerland
was tightening .

Airmail to, from and inside Switzerland did end on 3 September 1939 . Portions of the air routes were
reestablished as the war wore on, as we shall see in forthcoming segments of the series .

Figure 3 shows my earliest airmail letter to the USA after the start of the war. It is, unfortunately,
overfranked by 20 centimes . The rate for airmail letters was 30 centimes basic postage plus 50 centimes air
surcharge for each 5 grams of weight . Thus the postage should have been 30 + 50 + 50 = 130 centimes .

Most interesting is the routing of the letter via Basel 2 . The Imperial Airways (IAL) flight to New Yor k
operated until 24 September 1939 . At the start of the
war the IAL terminal was moved from Southampto n
to Poole Harbor, about 30 miles WSW . The service on
24 September was the last flight of Imperia l
Airways . . .when they resumed service later in the war
it was as BOAC. This particular letter would travel
from Basel with the surface mail to GB, then by th e
IAL flight to New York .

As we recall from the last installment, Pan
American Airways (PAA) was flying the Atlantic fro m
Lisbon. At the start of the war PAA increased thi s
service to twice weekly, departing every Wednesda y
and Sunday. Trains would leave Chiasso 2 at 1219
every Sunday to meet the Wednesday flight and every
Thursday at 1219 to meet the Sunday PAA flight . The
mail went to Rome by rail, then to Lisbon by the
Italian airline, Ala Littoria . Ala Littoria operated two
flights each workday, one of which would call at
Palma, Mellila, Seville and Lisbon .

The PAA Northern route mentioned in the las t
installment ended at or shortly after the start of th e

war. I have three different references with three different dates . Can anyone shed some light on this ?

Figures 4 and 5 show letters using this route and the postal rates involved . The letter shown in Figure 5 i s

Figure 3 - Early wartime airmail service to the USA ,
18 September 1939 . Postage excess by 20 centimes .
Routing via Basel 2 .
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especially interesting as the back stamp shows that the nasty winter weather in the North Atlantic caused Pa n
American to fly into Baltimore instead of New York . Transit time from Switzerland to the USA was 23 days .

Figure 4 - Double airmail letter, 24 November 1939 ,
from Rüschlikon to Decatur, Illinois . Correctly
franked for 9 grams, 30 + 50 + 50 = 130 centimes .
Post office note "via Chiasso ."

Figure 5 . Registered double airmail letter, 13
December 1939, from Luzern to Victoria, BC ,
Canada. Correctly franked as follows: 30 centimes
basic letter, 50 centimes airmail surcharge per 5
grams, 30 centimes registration, total 16 0
centimes. Note writer's desired routing. Arrived
Baltimore 5 January, Seattle 6 January, an d
Victoria 7 January 1940 .

Censorship

The outbreak of war also brought with it another interesting activity, censorship of the post . As noted in
the series introduction there are excellent books on censorship . The wealth of information in them will not b e

totally repeated here . Rather, we will try to focus on censorship activity strictly as it affected the mail fro m

Switzerland .

The first PAA Clipper ("Yankee Clipper") landed in Bermuda on 1 September 1939, but PAA did not star t

collecting mail there until 16 November. Meanwhile the United Kingdom was organizing a worldwide censor
operation . The British had experience with censorship from WW I, but the advent of airmail between the war s
put a different light on the subject for WW II . News could travel further and much faster than in WW I, thus
the British censorship operations were pushed away from the Home Islands to some outlying colonies .

A War Office pamphlet, "Instructions to the Postal Censorship Office," appeared already in June of 1939 .
It contained the following instructions : "Mails were first separated by the Sorting Department into trade and
private letters, then passed according to their type to the examiners who had to open them with paper knive s
along the short side of the envelope . They were read, the envelopes examined for writing hidden under the
stamp, on the tissue lining or in any other way . If anything doubtful was found, it was passed to the Deputy
Assistant Censor (DAC) to deal with or otherwise sealed by the examiner . If the DAC found it necessary, i t
would be transferred to another department, perhaps the Uncommon Language Department, the Testin g
Department or the Prisoners-of-War Branch . If higher authority was needed it would be passed to the Assistan t
Censor, Censor or Branch Censor . "

The imposition of censorship on mails to foreign countries was announced 1 September . For the first 8
months of the war censorship was the responsibility of the War Office and for the first 6 months censorship wa s
conducted in Liverpool . From 4 March 1940 most censorship was conducted in London, at the former Prudentia l
Assurance building in Holborn .

During this period the opened letters were sealed with a P .C. 66 label, consisting of a rectangle o f
gummed white paper with the words "OPENED BY CENSOR" and the censor's number . See Figure 6 for an
example . There are varieties of this label . Items not requiring opening were marked with a variety of censorship
stamps . It seems some WW I censorship devices were cut down and used during this organizational perio d
(Figure 7) .
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Figure 6 . Surface letter to GB, 26 November
1939, correctly franked . Censored with P .C. 66
label 520. (Zeigler)

Covers from this time reflect an
operation that was sporadic as it
came up to speed. The earliest
reported censorship of mail from
Switzerland to the UK known to
me is 14 October 1939 . But
many letters after this show no
signs of censorship . Please advise
if you have earlier examples o f
censorship .

Canada declared war o n
Germany on 9 September and
censorship of mail to and from
neutral countries is reported t o
have started immediately . This
must have also been sporadic at
first as our Figure 5 shows.
Again, assistance from th e
membership is welcome. Who
has censored mail from
Switzerland to Canada in 1939 ?

We also have an exampl e
of a letter from Switzerland to
GB that was censored by the
French, 22 December 1939 . Do
any of our members have similar
items?

As 1939 came to a close we
find the USA and GB in
diplomatic discussions about
censorship . The British wante d
all PAA clippers to stop in
Bermuda and turn over their
postal cargo for censorship. On
22 December 1939 the U S
delivered a strong protest to G B
over Bermuda censorship . What
happened next? Well, that's the
subject of the next part in our

September 1999

Figure 7 . Postal card, correctly franked with
20 centimes for GB, 13 November 1939 .
Censored in GB and marked with modified

WW I censor device No . 3445 . (Zeigler)
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Profile of a Swiss Stamp collector -
Alan Wyatt

by Rudy Schaelchl i

Our fellow AHPS member, now living in Canada ,
started collecting stamps in the mid-1930s whil e
living in England. He calls himself a very
undistinguished Swiss stamp collector who is also a
member of the APS, AAMS, SAS/O, RPCS and USCS .
I will let him tell his own story .

"Stamp collecting
way back then was
something many small
boys did to pass the time -
after all, there was n o
television . I can remember
that the family radi o
required headphones and I
was very low on the list of
users .

"I pretty much
collected everything, but
with a concentration on the
British Empire as it wa s
called at that time . Like with many others, -WW I I
put an end to my collecting when I joined the Royal
Navy as an officer. Next came marriage and starting
a family and I had neither the time nor money to d o
any serious stamp collecting - although I did get m y
eldest son started. About 20 years ago after ou r
youngest son left the nest to get his education, I
picked it up again in a big way .

"My areas of interest were the Britis h
Commonwealth, western Europe and Scandinavia . I
started with Switzerland and Liechtenstein by th e
mid-80s and was able to put together a fairl y
complete collection of both countrie s
except for the very expensive earl y
issues. I also collect air and ship
covers . Switzerland, of course, does
not issue much nautical material !
About five years ago I starte d
collecting Swiss soldier stamps ,
which are unique in the world in the
extent of their coverage . However, I
am not a specialist in any particular
area .

"Now that I'm 70, I'm thinking
of moving into a smaller house an d
for space reasons, I'm starting t o
thin out my collection and wil l
acquire little new material . I also
no longer collect new issues fro m
anywhere - there are just too many
of them! "
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Another "Watch Those Postmarks "

by Fritz Graf
This letter, mailed in Vezia, Ticino on May 10 ,

1971 to Rome, Italy, bears a 50 centime Europ a
(CEPT) stamp. This postage would have also bee n
sufficient to send the letter anywhere in the UP U
world. Less than two months later, on July 1, 1971 ,
a rate adjustment set the rate for UPU countries to 60
centimes, but dropped the rate for CEPT countries t o
40 centimes. Since this "CEPT" stamp was issued o n
May 3, 1971, it could be used as correct postage to
CEPT countries for less than two months . As it is, a
modern rarity .

50 centime postage valid only May 3-June 30, 197 1
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AHPS Auction Report

Auction 115 drew 60 bids from 16 member bidders, 15 of whom were successful i n
winning 46 lots with total realization of $2556 .00. After the close of the Society auction ,
I listed most of the unsold lots on EBAY and sold 15 more lots to 7 bidders for gros s
proceeds of $373 .15 . So, at the end of the day, just over half the lots sold .

Related to reasons described below, Auction 116 has been delayed . I expect that it wil l
appear in the next issue of Tell with a November 15 closing date . This will be faster after
your receipt of Tell than usual, so act fast! I also hope to have the auction lots available
for viewing at our meeting at Florex, another reason to come !

As Jim reported in the last issue, I have accepted a new job in New Jersey that is going t o
require a year's worth of transcontinental commuting during a transitional school year fo r
my children. So, I am not going to be able to continue my activities as the AHP S
Auction Manager .

I have really enjoyed working with both our consignors and bidders who have bee n
patient with my mistakes and generous in their praise and appreciation . For me ,
participating in the auction has been a way for me to be exposed to material and literature
that I haven't seen otherwise and has helped to take some of the intimidation factor awa y
from some of the issues — the Strubles in particular .

I would encourage anyone who enjoys working with Swiss stamps to apply to Jim for thi s
job. It does require some organizational ability, but what are stamp collectors if no t
organizers?! As Jim mentioned, I will do whatever I can to help in the transition .

Thanks again for all of your support .

AHPS Auction 115 Prices Realized

Sales through the membership auctio n

Sales through EBAY week of July 1 8
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1929 Swiss Zeppelin Flights-Revisited
by Michael Peter

Recently, during a trip in Germany, I had the good fortune to be able to visit the Zeppelin museum i n
Friedrichshafen . (Across from Romanshorn on Lake Constance .) One of the main purposes of this visit was t o
search the archives in regards to these early Swiss Flights and to gather additional information . Unfortunately
very little information exists from these early Swiss flights and their drop mail . Lucky for me, Heinrich Huber
from Zürich had made photocopies of all the Swiss articles around Switzerland during this time period (9/26/29-
10/2/29) and had donated them to the archives in Friedrichshafen . From these articles I was able to gather a
few items of interest, however most of the articles described non-philatelic aspects of the flight . I was also abl e
to copy the flight logs from these flights, which only recently have been found and purchased by the museum .

In my last article (January 1999) I described a large envelope that was dropped at Basel with th e
address of the "National Zeitung" . I described it as being prepared by a newspaper reporter that was writing
an article for his newspaper about his trip over Switzerland . Needless to say, I was very excited to find article s
from the "National Zeitung" in Basel from the newspaper reporter on board the "Graf' whose envelope I
possess . Thus my assumptions were confirmed! It brings up something I read recently that is attributable to a
fellow Zeppelin collector (Heinz Oberdrevermann) : "Behind each item of post which traveled by Zeppelin ther e
lies buried a piece of history, even though that piece may be deeply buried . Such treasure is, however, worth
digging for before it finally sinks back into oblivion . Happy is the collector who can recognize the special feature s
which his items possess . "

During my review of the newspaper articles that were donated, I came across information on the
Solothurn drop . Thus my next segment is born :

Solothurn Drop-1 St Swiss Flight (9/26/29)

The start of the "Graf' flight over Switzerland began at 8:25 AM on September 26, 1929 upon departur e
from Friedrichshafen . The Zeppelin flew over Constance and Stein am Rhein. From there it went to Olten and
Basel where it made its first mail drop . After almost two hours of flight it reached Solothurn and the secon d
mail drop was made . Three mailbags with colored streamers were dropped from the "Graf' . One landed in the
garden of Mr . Rauber on Herrenweg Street and a Miss von Felten found another . These two mailbags wer e
brought to the main post office where the mail obtained the arrival cancel shown in figure 1 . Swiss franked,
German franked and mixed franking exist with this arrival cancel . The third mailbag eventually arrived at the
post office at the train station. The mai l
from this mailbag obtained the arrival
cancel shown in figure II . Only Swiss
franked and unfranked items are known t o
exist with this arrival cancel .

386 pieces of mai l
were dropped in th e
three mailbags . For
the 1st Swiss Flight
this was by far the
most dropped over a
city . The Neu-
Solothurn cancele d
items have a smal l
premium in the Swiss
Airmail catalog, which

is justified due to only one out of thre e
mailbags bore this cancellation . Despit e
the high number dropped, mail from thes e
drops are scarce . Many international
auctions take place without items from these flights for sale . I estimate only 20-30% of the items dropped still
exist today. The reasons for this are : WW II destroyed a lot of mail in collectors hands and this mail did no t
have the fancy cachets that later became popular to collectors, thus a lot of this mail was thrown away .

The airship then proceeded over Biel, Neuchatel, Geneve, Bern, Luzern, Zurich, Winterthur and St .
Gallen. At 5:26 PM the "Graf' returned to Friedrichshafen . The flight lasted slightly over 9 hours .

Once again I am continuing my research on these flights and I am currently looking for items dropped a t
Fribourg and Neuchatel on 9/26/29 . Please send copies in your collection to : PO BOX 50256, St . Louis, MO .
63105 . For those who have already obliged I give you my thanks .

Fig. 2 - train
station cancel

Figure 1 . 1929 Swiss Zeppelin Flight - Solothurn Dro p
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